STUDENT B.L.U.E. BOOK
- TEST
Answer Sheet

1. Complete the Mission Statement: “The
mission of Adventist Medical Center and
those who work here is to demonstrate the…

“human expression of the healing
ministry of Jesus Christ.”

10. An important first step in meeting the
cultural or age-related differences for a patient
is an…
Awareness
that such differences exist and:
Seek ing further information.

11.

What is the name of the manual that
provides information on our safety program?

ACTION MANUAL

PT. RIGHTS/ADV. DIRECTIVES

True or False:
2. Patients are not to be told details about their
illness because it could scare them.
T
F
3. Advance Directives” ensure that a patient’s
right to make healthcare decisions is
respected.
T F

4. The purpose of the Notice of Privacy
Practices (NPP) is to inform patients in
advance of the many ways their health
information may be used.
T
F
5. Protected health information (PHI) is
anything that identifies (or could identify) a
certain patient. T
F
6. Minimum necessary means as much PHI as
you need to do your job – and not a bit more.
T F
7. Be sure the “CONFIDENTIALITY
AGREEMENT” is signed
8. You may use a patient’s room number as a
patient identifier. T
F
9. You must “read back” all telephone orders
and telephonic reports of critical values to the
person providing this information.
T
F

3

4

12. What does R.A.C.E. stand for?
R

Rescue persons in immediate danger

A

Alarm – activate a fire alarm pull station AND
call out code word “Dr. Firestone AND notify
the hospital operator (dial “88”)

C

Contain the fire and smoke by closing all
doors

E

Evacuate all persons in the area OR
Extinguish the fire if small and in it’s initial
stage.

13. What does P.A.S.S. stand for?
P

Pull the pin

A

Aim at the base of the fire

S

Squeeze the handle

S

Sweep back and forth from the point nearest
you to the point furthest away.

14. What are the three ingredients that are
necessary to sustain fire?
a.

Fuel

b.

Oxygen

c.

Heat or Ignition

15. What is AMC’s code word for a fire?

Dr. Firestone

16. Unscramble the words below to discover
where our “Disaster” plan and information
are found:
TANICO NAMALU

ACTION MANUAL

17. List the meaning of the following codes:

d.
e.

Orange
a hazardous material spill
Pink
infant abduction
55
violent situation & need for
available help
Zero
evacuation of identified area
99
emergency medical attention

f.

Dr. Firestone

a.
b.
c.

Fire

18. List three ways to help prevent slips,
trips, and falls:

Stay alert; Inspect area for hazards, clean
spills promptly; Secure patients to beds,
gurneys & wheelchairs when transporting;
Secure or brake equipment when not in
motion; Walk, don’t run; Wear no-skid soled
shoes; Close drawers; Don’t block vision
when carrying; Don’t stand on chairs, boxes
or tables – use ladders or step stools.

b. In-house non-emergency
0
c. Non-hospital system
257-2500
d. Off campus
911
24. True or False: Security Officer should
be notified when you see a person that
seems out of place and is acting
suspiciously.
T
F
25. Briefly list three ways you can help
prevent violence.
Safely store anything that could be used
as a weapon; treat everyone with respect;
if appropriate, check patient records
ahead of time for a history of violence;
trust your feelings about people or
situations.
26. List three ways to safely lift an object:

19.

What does a warning label tell you?

Chemical identity; hazards and degree
of hazard; precautions, first-aid
instructions; handling and storage.

20. What are the following symbols and
what do they mean?

BIOHAZARD. Materials that can transmit
disease to humans.

RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL. Materials
that emit radiation energy which is harmful to
humans.

21.

What does MSDS stand for?
M
S
D
S

MATERIAL
SAFETY
DATA
SHEETS

Bring load close to body; grip firmly with
both hands – not just fingers; let your legs
do the work; see where you’re going; use
small steps, don’t twist body; use special
equipment if needed.

27. True or False: All students must
undergo annual TB testing. T F
28. True or False: In addition to Standard
Precautions, “Airborne”, “Contact” and
“Droplet” Precautions are the three types of
isolation precautions practiced at AMC
when it is determined that a patient might
have a contagious disease. T F
29. True or False: Personal Protective
Equipment is the single most effective way
to prevent the spread of infection. T F
30. True or False: Hand washing is the most
important thing we can do to prevent the
spread of infection. T F

22. Unscramble the words below to complete
this sentence: “Students are required to
wear their….
FITNICODINETA DEGAB

while at work.

IDENTIFICATION BADGE

23. The emergency number for Security is?
a. In-house emergency
88

